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Gas temperature measurement and flow dynamic simulation of low temperature
atmospheric pressure plasma jet.
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Atmospheric pressure plasma jets have proven their technological advantage in a wide

variety of fields in last years. In this work an atmospheric pressure plasma jet excited

by sinuswave 70 kHz high voltage has been investigated. Gas temperature has been

measured using optical emission spectroscopy. Simulation of gas flow dynamic has

been carried out and temperature profile is compared with experimental one. Plasma is

generated in pure Ar and Ar/H2O mixture. The gas temperature has a significant impact

on the chemical kinetic rates, active species concentrations and determining of the

different application for plasma jet. Temperature profile of source gas jet has been

estimated by fitting of experimental space resolved spectrums with simulated ones and

by Boltzmann plot technique. OH rotational temperature determined from fitting of

experimental and simulated spectra is almost constant in after glow. The gas

temperature for pure argon is 450 K and for Ar/H2O leads to 800 K for input power 12.8

W. In second method, estimation of gas temperature was made by using spectral line

of OH radicals in a Boltzmann plot. Then the Boltzmann plot cure was separated to 3

region, region with low temperature population with J<13 and T1= 450 K, region with

13<25 which characterized by much higher temperature T2=8000 K and region with

J>25 characterized by fast depopulation of rotational-vibrational levels. This effect is

due to different mechanism of generation of excited species with different J numbers.

Different mechanisms are extensively discussed in this paper. Modeling of the plasma

jet has been done using a fluid model base on Fluent software. Experimental results

are in good agreement with the simulated ones.
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